How to Get the Fox Eye Look That the Supermodels Love
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Move over, cat eyes. The fox eye makeup look is here to take over.

Credit: @kendalljenner | Andreas Rentz/Getty Images

The cat eye look is a classic but the fox eye makeup look that is made popular by supermodels
like the Hadid sisters and Kendall Jenner is getting a lot of attention lately. The fox eye makeup
look seeks to elongate and lift our eyes with nothing but some eyeshadow, eyeliner, and
mascara (add falsies if you must), and is inspired by the upturned eyes of a fox (duh).

View this post on Instagram
A post shared by Gigi Hadid (@gigihadid) on Nov 14, 2019 at 2:57pm PST
Left: Gigi Hadid

There are various versions of the fox eye look, and you can either do the Erin Parson version
with the empty space filled up with white liner, or the Brianna Fox version that we usually see on
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the runways. Whichever type of foxy eye you prefer, all of them uses pretty much the same
technique of elongating the inner eye corner with a little triangle, and lifting the outer corners
upwards with makeup. Don't worry if you are not sure what I'm talking about, the two videos
below will answer all your questions.

Watch Brianna Fox and Erin Parson videos and learn how to create that trendy fox eye makeup
look. Both versions are a little different, so let us know which one you prefer!

Brianna Fox's Fox Eye Makeup Tutorial
{youtube}H5SW_xMyESI{/youtube}

Erin Parson's Fox Eye Makeup Tutorial

View this post on Instagram
A post shared by Erin Parsons (@erinparsonsmakeup) on Apr 26, 2020 at 10:39am PDT
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